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Executive Summary

Germany has emerged as the EU’s central economic and political power in today’s crisis-ridden Europe. The U.K., after the Brexit vote, has probably dropped out of global crisis management for quite a while and the United States, under President Barack Obama, already significantly retrenched from global commitments. Thus the election of Donald Trump marks a pivotal moment for German foreign and security policy as it puts Washington’s European allies under even more pressure to radically rethink their security.

Though Germany does not have the ability or aspiration to act as the world’s liberal hegemon, Berlin is not complacent. Germany has played a leading role in the Western response to Russia’s actions in Ukraine and its role in supporting security on the EU’s southern flank is growing. The country is set to increase its defense budget, and will advance EU defense cooperation, together with France. Berlin has also led Europe in the euro crisis — accepting compromises on a new degree of integration — and in the refugee crisis, a case which shows the limits of German “hegemony” in Europe.

The current situation involves both opportunities and risks, but it does not mean the end of transatlantic cooperation. The Trump administration will realize that the future world order needs interconnected strategies and integrative systems. Without transatlantic cooperation, Washington will not get far in dealing with these challenges. Instead of reacting with the usual mix of resignation and indecision, Germany and its European partners should therefore use Trump’s threats as an opportunity to overcome their own political malaise. The best way to do so will be to provide strong evidence of German (and European) engagement — particularly via higher defense contributions, a more assertive stance vis-a-vis China’s trade and investment policies, and efforts to overcome bilateral trade imbalances.
Introduction: The Current Debate

From Russia to refugees, from the eurozone to the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, from Brexit to President Donald Trump — at a time of radical uncertainties and a fast-changing European and global environment, Germany knows that it cannot escape from more responsibility. At the same time, Berlin is overwhelmed by expectations which it cannot fulfill.

Against this background, two scenarios seem to dominate predictions about where Germany’s role in Europe and the world is headed.

The first camp of prognosticators expects Berlin to maintain its “strategic complacency,” or avoidance of big issues and leadership. While neighbors and partners clamor for more German leadership in Europe and the world, Berlin will focus instead on successfully managing domestic political conflicts. According to this view, which has representatives on both sides of the Atlantic, but is particularly in the United Kingdom and United States, Germany, though it led the way in the Greece crisis and played a key role in the Ukrainian crisis, will remain the “reluctant power,” the “unwilling hegemon,” never ever becoming a “normal” Western power, not to mention the United States’ new “geopolitical partner.”

The alternative view sees Berlin accepting the burden of responsibility that follows from its relative economic strength, assuming the role of the “pre-eminent” power in Europe, and pro-actively shaping developments in Europe’s southern and eastern neighborhoods. In this view, Germany is willing to incrementally take greater responsibility. Indeed some argue it already has, shaping Europe and preserving the liberal world order by using its “geo-economic and structural power” to extend its influence and advance its interests.

In fact, there is ample evidence that there has already been a shift toward a greater international role for Germany and that the German public is gradually growing to accept a bigger role. Even those analysts and policymakers who in the past praised Germany’s “culture of restraint” are now talking about “leading from the center” and are making the necessary investments in all power dimensions — with considerable implications for Europe and the integration process, as well as for transatlantic relations. Thus Germany’s foreign and European posture has changed and is changing — but the process is incremental and it is not fundamental, in the sense of overhauling core principles. More German leadership is inevitable, but that leadership unfolds in different ways, remaining firmly embedded in the European Union.

Germany plays a role “thrust on it by economics, not by any sense of political destiny.” As a consequence, the role of Germany in Europe and the world is still uncertain, ambiguous, and pragmatic. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s pragmatism is not just the result of her oft-cited preference for caution or the pursuit of national interests within the EU. Nor does it come from a normative position. Rather it is the consequence of Berlin’s dilemma: no matter what kind of leadership it offers and how creative analysts may be in describing Germany’s role, Berlin’s strength is seen rather as a risk than an asset to the EU.

Berlin’s dilemma is no matter what kind of leadership it offers and how creative analysts may be in describing Germany’s role, Berlin’s strength is seen rather as a risk than an asset to the EU.

and followership” in Europe,² about the “semi-hegemon,” which is the continent’s preeminent geo-economic power and can impose its will on others, yet lacks the resources to be a true European hegemon (representing “only” 28 percent of the eurozone’s GDP).³

The consequence of its power problem and its path throughout the 20th century is that Germany — though it undoubtedly had emerged as the pivotal power in Europe by 2010 — has ultimately pursued its policies in all the major crises Europe has been facing (the euro/sovereign debt crisis, security threats in the east and south, and the refugee crisis) not in isolation, but in cooperation with other partners and institutions. Yet this cooperation is somewhat ad hoc, also because of Berlin’s partners in Europe. Resistance in the EU against Germany’s new activism is not general, but issue dependent, thus creating flexible and ad hoc alliances either against or with Germany. While these alliances trigger positive connotations in the case of multilateral formats, such as the “Weimar Triangle” or the “Normandy Format,” they can also evoke dubious historical analogies of a German unilateralism or the “Bismarckian style” of the Chancellor in the euro crisis or the refugee crisis. Comparisons with Bismarck are misleading because his are purely defensive balance of power politics aimed at the avoidance of any coalition against the empire, while Merkel’s vision of a unified Europe “led from the center” is based on the concept of a transnational security policy, which includes the support of others. Nonetheless, it does not make German leadership easy, and it has probably made it less effective.

Indeed, despite its pivotal role, the success of Berlin’s leadership has been mixed, given that Europe’s crises have not been resolved. There is a “new German question” to answer: will Germany be able to provide the leadership Europe needs, but does not really want from Berlin?⁴


Balancing the Legacies of the Past with the Necessities of Today

The structural changes following unification and the implosion of the Soviet Union had a tremendous impact on Germany’s foreign policy discourse. The central question revolved around the question of how much continuity was still possible and how much change was necessary, given the country’s Mittelstand geopolitical position, size, and economic strength.

Germany slowly adapted to the new global order. With its participation in the Kosovo intervention in 1999 and in NATO’s Afghanistan mission since 2001, and its decision not to join the war coalition in Iraq in 2003, Germany started to become a more responsible and pro-active stakeholder in Europe and beyond. Since then, the country has been going through an incremental adaptation process, trying to balance its deeply internalized strategic culture with its increased structural, institutional, and ideational power.

Another reason for this incrementalism was the uncertainties of Berlin’s own allies about how to deal with the newly emerging “German question” — which in turn amplified German ambiguities. Not long before unification, the country intensively debated whether Germany could ever be considered a “normal” country in the Historikerstreit. This uneasiness with any German leadership — despite great expectations — is still present as the EU copes with the euro crisis, conflict management on the bloc’s Eastern and Southern flanks, and the refugee crisis. Many European nations are challenging German primacy today and taking steps to roll back European integration. In Southern Europe, Germany is facing resistance from anti-austerity governments; in Central and Eastern Europe, governments and societies are openly challenging Berlin’s refugee-friendly policies. At the same time, Germany now faces domestic populism with the rise of the anti-immigration Alternative for Germany (AfD), making observers believe that the country “is not exceptional anymore.”

There was another important reason why Germany did not seek greater responsibility in Europe after unification. The Soviet Army withdrawal from Central Europe, the American reduction of its military presence in Western Europe, and the cut in Bundeswehr troop numbers from around 800,000 in 1990 to a maximum of 241,000 today meant Germany was eager to reap the fruits of the “peace dividend.” The future role a united Germany would play in Europe was not an issue that occupied German public opinion and — or, to a significant extent, the German political elites — and German foreign and security policy was largely reactive.

Beyond unification, Germany continued its doppelte Westbindung, but seemed to be especially focused on integrating with and strengthening Europe. However, the end of the Cold War also led to the NATO and EU accession of Central and Eastern European countries formerly behind the Iron Curtain. This had two crucial effects for Germany. It strengthened the country’s position and importance by placing it squarely in the EU’s center — geographically and geo-economically. Enlargement also slowed the momentum of

---


supranational integration. By the time the 2008 global financial crisis created new stresses on the economies of the EU, momentum had shifted toward a more intergovernmental Europe, including in Germany.
Given this background and the fact that the EU is not designed for unilateralism or coercive leadership, Germany has developed a rather nuanced role with regard to the three major fault lines in Europe: economic tensions within the EU, security challenges emanating from the neighborhood, and identity politics. It has indeed assumed the role of the central geo-economic power in the governance of Europe and above all in its macroeconomic management, but in the end Berlin also had to make compromises about a new degree of integration to make the eurozone more of a stable economic whole. In the Ukraine crisis and in dealing with Russia, Germany became the chief facilitator (together with France) out of a newly-felt responsibility, while Berlin also took a more assertive stance as a crisis manager on the EU’s southern periphery, namely in the fight against self-proclaimed Islamic State in Syria and Iraq. And in the refugee crisis, Berlin played the role of the benign hegemon, trying unsuccessfully to lead by attraction and solidarity but certainly accepting greater risk sharing. It is on these issues that the future of the EU — and Germany’s role in it — will be decided.

### Euro Crisis

With regard to the euro crisis and Greece’s sovereign debt crisis, Berlin insisted on economic austerity from the very beginning and only started following the European Central Bank’s pledge to do whatever it takes to prevent the currency bloc’s break-up when Southern European beneficiaries of EU rescue packages agreed to undergo drastic structural reforms. There is no doubt that this approach was an example of Germany’s strength as a facilitator in tackling the crisis, but also a clear signal of Germany’s pragmatism. As the country that represents the largest portion of the EU’s GDP and provides a significant portion of its funding (€14.3 billion per year, which is more than 10 percent), Germany succeeded early on in maintaining a favorable power constellation and pushing its austerity plans — despite the initial support for Greece among Southern European member states. On the other hand, solidarity in the euro crisis can also be interpreted as a quid pro quo: Berlin was ready to greatly contribute to the bailouts of Greece and other distressed eurozone states, and radiated stability in a time of crisis by reassuring investors, becoming the bulwark against a broad-based economic decline of the eurozone economy as a whole. Germany is fully aware it has benefited greatly from the common currency in recent years, 70 percent of Germans believe the euro is a good thing for the country. At the same time, however, Greece and other member states had to accept to rigorous austerity cuts.

The reason for this dual-track policy is very simple: Berlin knows that Germany’s success is not only the result of fiscal conservatism, strict economic management, and structural reforms, but also of the specific structure of the European Monetary Union and even the labor and financial fallout of the eurozone crisis.

---

Berlin knows that Germany’s success is not only the result of fiscal conservatism, strict economic management, and structural reforms, but also of the specific structure of the European Monetary Union and even the labor and financial fallout of the eurozone crisis.
and financial fallout of the eurozone crisis. In fact, the plummeting returns on German bonds reduced the interest burden for the German budget by more than €100 billion between 2010 and 2015.\textsuperscript{10} It also knows that strict austerity alone will not lift up a recession-hit Europe and that, vice versa, the country benefits from an economically stable Europe, to which it exports more than 40 percent of its products. According to a study by the Bertelsmann Foundation, membership in the common market boosted Germany’s economic performance by an additional €37 billion (or €450 per capita) annually between 1992 and 2012.\textsuperscript{11}

It is often stated in the literature that in the case of the eurozone crisis in general and the Greece crisis in particular, Germany’s fixation with austerity is the reason for Greece’s travails. As Matthias Matthijs claims, Germany’s orthodox belief in ordoliberalism (which holds that states should set the rules for market forces by providing automatic stabilizers, that deficits harm any national economy in the long run, and that moral hazard is dangerous and wrong\textsuperscript{12}) and fixation with structural reforms was a driver behind the escalation of the Greek budgetary problem to an outright euro currency crisis.\textsuperscript{13} In the United States, some scholars even accused Germany of hypocrisy as it received debt relief and Marshall Plan aid after World War II, but now was making Greece and other member states suffer from its dictate. Many other studies argue, however, that Germany’s position wasn’t just about a clash of different macroeconomic policies or ideologies (German ordoliberalism vs. more flexible, anti-cyclical crisis management) within the EU but much more about different national interests and views of what is necessary to make the eurozone competitive.\textsuperscript{14} Germany has become a significant creditor. The net foreign assets on German books rose from almost zero in the 1990s to around 40 percent of GDP by the end of 2010, many of them being the unpaid debts of other eurozone countries. That means Germany is deeply dependent on a eurozone that still has not meaningfully recovered from the 2008 crisis. But as a country that represents only 4.9 percent of global GDP, Germany also has a longer-term interest in strengthening the EU economy. Only with a leadership role in Europe can Germany exert a global influence far above its actual weight.

Germany has long favored saving, investment, and comparatively tighter fiscal and monetary policy stances to inflation, while some other key European economies, as well as the United States, had a preference for consumption and expansionary fiscal and monetary policies. Different macroeconomic policies led to divergent account balances well before


the euro crisis. It would, however, be an oversimplification to interpret Merkel’s stance in the crisis as just deeply rooted in orthodox ordoliberalism. Germany itself went through a hard economic adjustment process at the beginning of the 21st century, realizing that structural reforms were absolutely necessary to keep the country’s businesses competitive in global markets. In other words, Berlin’s insistence on structural reforms in the Southern European countries and particularly Greece was based on the insight that dysfunctional domestic constellations in those countries were a source of risk not only for themselves but for the whole EU, given risks of contagion, damaging its overall competitiveness. By doing so, Berlin may have chosen another path of solidarity, but one that reflected an understanding of how the Maastricht criteria had fundamentally failed to take into account divergent fiscal policy stances as a driving force of current account imbalances in an EU which did not provide incentives for anti-cyclical fiscal policies and lacked any financial redistribution mechanisms. Nobody in Berlin, however, would risk the break-up of the currency union. That’s why Berlin as well in the end gave in to painful compromises such as the ECB’s new role as a lender of last resort, and its policy of quantitative easing.

Further Greek debt write-offs may be necessary, as well as less obsession by European governments with maintaining a large primary surplus. Germany might also deliver more in terms of fiscal stimuli to help its neighbors. On the other hand, one should not overlook the facts that Greece had already benefited from a $117 billion write-off of debt owed to private banks and that much of the $380 billion in remaining debt in 2015 is owed to the member states — meaning Dutch, French, German, and other European taxpayers. Moreover, it was not Germany alone, but especially poorer Central and Eastern European member states which had embraced severe austerity measures both after the collapse of communism and in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, which in the end wanted to be tough on Greece and other Southern European member states. Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite summarized this state of mind when she said that “eurozone countries [were] really not going to pay for the irresponsible behavior of the new Greek government.”

A more realistic narrative of the euro crisis is that Berlin followed a pragmatic approach and forged a compromise, at a painful cost to both sides. In doing so, the government by and

---

large sustained impressive popular support at home (even though the chancellor's crisis management gave birth to the AfD, which started as an anti-euro party) and withstood U.S. pressure for using counter-cyclical macroeconomic policies to solve the euro crisis and reduce current account imbalances on the global level. Merkel's tough line on austerity was in line with German public opinion as 48 percent of Germans favored conditional solidarity with EU countries while 31 percent were opposed to financial assistance.20

However, Germany would benefit from reducing its saving under the current economic and strategic conditions. Berlin should increase domestic investment in infrastructure, education, and research, and not least in security.

Conflict and Crisis Management on the EU's Southern and Eastern Flanks

Germany's role in conflict and crisis management in the European Union's neighborhood still contributes most to what experts like to call Germany's "expectations gap." In recent years Berlin has given the impression of an inconsistent partner, abstaining from the NATO intervention in Libya and maneuvering between natural allies and those who in substance were opposing those allies in the case of Syria. Particularly since President Joachim Gauck's much-discussed speech at the Munich Security Conference in 2014, however, it seems that the country more than ever is committed to a gradual increase in defense spending towards NATO's 2 percent target and the creation of a credible European defense capability.21

Nothing put Germany's new role and rhetoric in Europe more to the test than the Ukraine crisis. Russia's seizure of Crimea fundamentally challenged the post-Cold War order in Europe, but its hybrid warfare there and in the Donbas at no time provoked anything like an Article 5 reaction by NATO or the EU, as Ukraine is not a NATO member. It might be for this reason that Berlin took the lead in the Western response, supported by the United States and France. Merkel led negotiations with Russian President Vladimir Putin and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to lower the intensity of the Donbas conflict, agreed with Obama not to provide Ukraine with lethal defense weapons, and convinced the other EU member states to impose and renew economic sanctions against Russia tied to progress in the Minsk accords. Britain's defense minister suggested that Germany had finally been elevated to the status of a "top tier ally," on the level of the United States and France.22 Russia could not be expelled from Crimea and Moscow has essentially prevailed in this power struggle with the West. Nevertheless, Berlin succeeded in sending signals to Moscow that the Western allies were at least ready to contest Russia's strategic calculations by imposing sanctions,


“only stopping short of the country’s exclusion from the lifeline of international financial transactions, SWIFT.”

What was more important, however, was that Berlin went even further by taking a leading role in NATO exercises held in Eastern Europe and in setting up the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF). This signaled that Berlin had accepted NATO’s narrative of deterring Russia’s aggressiveness while at the same time engaging Moscow, and that Germany will be a more attractive and reliable military partner across the entire spectrum of military operations. The government has proposed to increase defense investment to €130 billion over the next 15 years. This comes at a moment when, following the U.S. elections, Europeans will be expected to provide a much more significant share of defense and stop whining about “American decline.” The United States has increased its share of total NATO military spending from roughly 50 percent at the end of the 20th century to 73 percent in 2013. No wonder that under any president, Washington is eager to see Europeans to invest more into the Alliance — and particularly to see Germany and Poland take the lead on Europe’s Eastern flank.

It is time for Germany and Europe to take defense more seriously. Even if they may still regard the possibility that Russia might provoke a straightforward Article 5 scenario as rather unlikely, it is also time to find the answer to the more pressing question of Russia’s cost-effective use of hybrid warfare. This is in essence the inversion of NATO’s comprehensive approach — while the West tries to stabilize countries by a combination of military and non-military means, Russia’s intention seems to be exactly the opposite goal. Russia’s aggressiveness in its neighborhood may yet lead to the transatlantic allies accepting a new European security architecture that follows Moscow’s logic. President Trump’s foreign policy will be an important factor in determining the outcome.

Another recent sign of a qualitative change regarding Germany’s willingness to assume greater responsibility is increased assistance to the Iraqi Kurdish peshmerga fighting ISIS. Berlin has moved from supplying humanitarian aid and emergency relief (from 2012), to supplying non-lethal aid and technical-tactical support (by shipping military equipment, including weapons and ammunition, from August 2014), to a unilateral decision to send the Bundeswehr on a training mission to the north of Iraq at the request of the Iraqi Federal and Kurdish Regional governments, based on Article 51 of the UN Charter 9 (in August 2014), to the establishment of a military liaison office within the premises of the German General Consulate in Erbil (at the end of 2014), allowing German forces to act without a UN Security Council or NATO mandate and contradicting the earlier ruling of the German Federal Constitutional Court which held that the use of such forces

---


is only allowed for defensive purposes unless otherwise stated in the country’s Basic Law (Article 87).

In early December 2015, Berlin went even further. The terrorist attacks on Paris in November 2015 triggered more direct German security involvement to the south of Europe when Berlin decided to provide solidarity with France in conjunction with Article 42.7 of the Lisbon Treaty and various UN Security Council decisions. By providing six Tornado combat jets for reconnaissance purposes, a frigate to join the French carrier group in the Eastern Mediterranean, and more troops to support French forces in Mali, the German government broadly interpreted UNSC resolutions (against its traditional approach of requiring explicit mandates for taking any action) and adopted an expansive definition of self-defense and the *jus ad bellum*, coming closer to its larger military allies, like the United States, the United Kingdom, and France.26 UNSC Resolution 2249 (November 2015) “calls upon” all nations to take “all necessary measures, in compliance with international law” to fight ISIS, but its language at no point provides the explicit authorization of military force Germany has traditionally found necessary. Against this background, Berlin’s decision marks a clear willingness to interpret UNSC resolutions more broadly.

It is remarkable that all this happens at a time when other Western countries including the United States have become more reluctant interventionists. The U.K., after Brexit, has probably dropped out of global crisis management for quite a while. The United States, after electing Trump, may retreat from global commitments (and defending allies) even more than it did under Obama, thus increasing the likelihood that Russia and China will test American power in their neighborhoods.

At this pivotal moment, Berlin, in close coordination with France, is about to take a more central role in European security. Even though it is unlikely that this will really be the end of NATO and the U.S. nuclear deterrent, we simply cannot predict the outcome of the radical change in Washington. Germany will increase defense spending further towards the 2 percent of GDP NATO mandate, a consensus among the current coalition parties, not least because Germans today are more at ease with a stronger role in defense in security.27 The country may continue to exercise military restraint, but allegations of Germany becoming “disconnected from the Western mainstream” do not square with its intentions and actions to meet today’s threats south of Europe’s shores. Rather they sound cynical, given the fact that the same countries bemoaning German complacency are the ones retreating from responsibility. Beyond that, developments on Europe’s peripheries have proven correct Berlin’s theory that the combination of pressure and sanctions is not simply a necessary prelude to an inevitable war, but rather an instrument to possibly avoid one.


Refugee Crisis

Lastly, Germany’s handling of the refugee crisis in 2015 was seen by many as another example of the country’s still values-oriented foreign policy. It is certainly true that Merkel’s stance on refugees can be seen as a moral decision. Moreover, it was chance for the country (just a few weeks after the Greek crisis had reached its peak) to make up for damage to its image over its handling of Greece with humanitarianism and the Willkommenskultur. On the other hand, the concern for Europe was at the heart of the chancellor’s refugee policy. Ahead of the other member states, Germany argued that the migration issue posed an even more severe challenge to the EU than did the eurozone debt crisis, not least after it realized that it had a central role due to the sheer numbers of refugees coming to Germany. By pushing other member states (particularly its Eastern neighbors) for European “solidarity” and forcing a vote over the distribution of refugees, Germany was seen as once again molding European institutions and decision-making processes to serve its own interests.28

In other words, Merkel’s position reflects what the Obama administration has called “smart power” — a combination of a values-driven, “liberal” approach on the one hand and a very pragmatic realpolitik on the other hand, driven by the chancellor’s clear-sightedness about the dangers (less from the refugees themselves and more from the rise of far-right and xenophobic parties and movements) faced by Europe in general and Germany in particular as the country that benefits most from European integration.29 The problem, however, was that — unlike in the Eurozone crisis — the other member states did not accept Germany’s role as Europe’s “facilitator” and liberal hegemon, and thus forced the country to give up its fixation on abiding by rules when it came to the Schengen regime during the crisis. Germany’s dilemma was that it could decrease the number of refugees arriving at its borders only through a European scheme.

The “European solution” includes seeking new burden-sharing arrangements, pressing for more effective controls on the EU’s external borders (by strengthening Frontex) and the establishment of so-called “hot spots” (centers to register refugees after their arrival) in the EU’s border states, denying refugees the right to choose their country of asylum within Europe, supporting the expansion of the list of “safe countries” which migrants can be sent back to, and cutting deals with Turkey to limit the flow of refugees. However, this comes at a high price, as not everybody is willing to follow the liberal hegemon, and Berlin wonders whether the price worth bearing. That’s why there is also sympathy for the idea of closing the Bavarian borders and exercising Germany’s right under the Dublin Regulation to turn back refugees who have crossed other safe countries in Europe.29


These pressures led Berlin to reach out to President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s Turkey in a very pragmatic way for help controlling the flow of migrants, despite criticism for working with the increasingly authoritarian Turkish leader. Given that there are structural constraints to its leadership role in Europe and that the EU’s response to the crisis is divided and ineffective, Germany cooperating with Turkey is the best option. The deal — financial support (at least €6 billion by 2018) and fast-tracking the visa liberalization process for Turkey in return for Ankara controlling the flow — will probably be funded in large part by Germany, but Berlin seems to be willing to pay this price.

The refugee case clearly indicates the limitations to any German “hegemony” in Europe. Neither is the power potential of Germany similar to that of the United States on the global level (at least in the recent past), nor does the highly institutionalized setting of collective decision-making in the EU allow the chancellor the kind of foreign policy discretion held by the U.S. President (by presidential initiatives) or provide enough incentives for followership. Otherwise, Europeans would have taken matters and more money into their own hands to control the migratory pressure, and to live up to their normative integrity under the constraints of realpolitik.
The Still Crucial Role of Transatlantic Relations

No matter how a President Trump will view Europe and the world, Germany’s role in both must be analyzed in the context of its implications for U.S.–German relations. There are two paradoxical developments that have shaped this relationship recently.

First, while it is still one of the strongest bilateral economic and political relationships in the world — the United States is the biggest market for German exports outside of Europe; Germany is the United States’ largest trading partner in Europe — there has also been an increasing erosion of trust and clear signals of discontent between the partners. This is not simply the result of the fallout from the NSA spying scandal; it is because perceptions of younger German and American citizens and policymakers have been shaped by controversial issues such as Iraq, the U.S. “Global War on Terror,” the nature of the welfare state, climate policy, the digital divide, the global financial crisis, and the proposed Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). Even if many Americans are as upset as Germans about the encroachments on their privacy carried out by the NSA’s surveillance programs, as legislation on Capitol Hill attests, and 72 percent still see Germany as a reliable ally, the two societies do have different prevailing views on security/privacy trade-offs in the digital age and other values.

Second, while the United States became less risk-prone (though still playing the dominant security role in the world), German attitudes on their country’s role in the world appear to be moving into the opposite direction — which from time to time provokes some sort of soft-balancing against Washington. On the one hand, both sides of the Atlantic have converged on the limited prospects of successful Western conflict and crisis management, particularly in the Middle East. This pragmatism fits with Germany’s less ambitious foreign policy agenda regarding the promotion of a liberal world order by Western leaders and will have an impact on future transatlantic burden sharing — with Germany and its European allies playing a larger role in Europe’s neighborhood and the United States taking responsibility particularly in Asia, Latin America, and the Gulf. On the other hand, it is very likely that the United States will further retrench and even sidestep Europe. Germany feels vindicated by this development and continues to depend on a global security system (“hedging” strategy).

There is no doubt that the election of Donald Trump has increased this risk. The worst-case scenario is that the America the world has known for decades will be ended by President Trump and not return. The United States has been an exceptional power for most of its history. Even though its “soft power” has already dissipated to a large degree over the last two decades, Washington now might become even more divorced from international political realities under the new president by perpetuating myths of American superiority and omnipotence and at the same time disengaging from the global stage.

Particularly in Europe, the initial reactions of many were despair and fear of what this could mean for those parts of the world that still depend on a predictable and stable U.S. military presence and commitment. At the same time, many Americans place their hopes in an already

While the United States became less risk-prone (though still playing the dominant security role in the world), German attitudes on their country’s role in the world appear to be moving into the opposite direction — which from time to time provokes some sort of soft-balancing against Washington.
overwhelmed Germany to lead a sort of anti-Trump coalition as the last beacon of the liberal international order. In either case the result could be a new West within a post-Western world. However, both of these ideas are exaggerated, even if now is the time to think about what only recently seemed to be unthinkable. Germany will not replace the United States because it still lacks the size, resources, and will. With a defense budget one-fifteenth that of the United States, no nuclear deterrent, and comparatively smaller ambitions, the country has neither the ability nor the aspiration to act as the world’s liberal hegemon. Therefore, Merkel’s offer of cooperation with Trump on the basis of “common values” should not be read as if the Chancellor can impose conditions on the U.S.–German relationship. Secondly, as elaborated above, Germany since the end of the Cold War has been incrementally “moving towards Europe” anyway. This trend might only be reinforced by the Trump Administration. The current situation thus involves both opportunities and risks, but needs to be put in perspective. There is a great risk of incoherence and incidents and the United States becoming a less reliable and predictable partner, but it is unlikely that the country will step back from its global leadership role.\footnote{On this issue see the latest debate in Foreign Affairs, “Out of Order? The Future of the International System” (January/February 2017), https://www.foreignaffairs.com/issues/2017/96/1.}

On the Paris climate agreement, the Iran deal, and pending multilateral trade agreements changes and modifications are likely; any Republican administration, however, would have fiddled around with these issues. The greatest concern is Russia. Trump’s admiration for President Vladimir Putin means that Europe becomes, unusually, the more hawkish transatlantic partner on Russia, or policy will be reversed on both sides of the Atlantic. In the first case, the United States would pursue the policy of appeasement towards Russia for which Germany has often been blamed by Washington, while particularly Berlin would have to fend-off a resurgent Russia — an unlikely scenario. In the second, more likely case, Europe and the United States would more explicitly give in to geopolitical realities and give up the possibility of Euro-Atlantic integration of Europe’s eastern periphery, accepting a return to balance of power politics, and a European security architecture more amenable to Russia. Germany, following its dual-track approach of engaging and being tough with Moscow at the same time, might still convince its EU partners to maintain the Minsk-linked sanctions on Russia — some have even called for sanctions by the European Council on those who are responsible for the atrocities in Syria\footnote{F. Brantner and N. Röttgen, “Europe must end its silence on Syria,” European Council on Foreign Relations, December 2, 2016, http://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_europe_must_end_its_silence_on_syria_7200.} — but assistance and a (remote) prospect of EU and NATO membership for Ukraine and other eastern countries would shrivel.

One cannot completely rule out after his questioning of the purpose and viability of NATO that Trump finds a fait accompli with Russia of not interfering into each other’s domestic affairs and some tacit recognition of a Russian sphere of influence. One reason for this is that he might not see Russia as an immediate security risk/threat to the United States (as it is to Europe); the economic stakes aren’t very high either. Another reason is that at least some key members of the new administration want
to bring down the European integration project and exploit nationalistic and populist sentiments against it. More importantly, however, Trump seems to be approaching the relationship with Europe as transactional and pragmatic rather than values-based — an approach that Russia (and China) will like.

What is more likely, however, is that the national security establishment and Congressional Republicans will block radical changes and that Trump — having few fixed policy positions — will change his mind once in office and surrounded by at least some experienced cabinet members who won’t give up on America’s pivotal role in the world. As a compromise, the new administration might try to accommodate Russian interests by giving up on NATO enlargement, but not put into question Article 5. It might also end U.S. support for the Assad opposition and cut a Syrian deal with Moscow to fight ISIS and “terrorists” as Russia defines them, but not completely break away from the region. Nevertheless, even if this is the more realistic scenario, it would encourage Russia to escalate conflict if it is not getting its way and test the new administration’s limits.

 Europeans would be well advised to prepare for a permanent and more efficient EU military force and make contingency plans for the defense of the Baltics from hybrid warfare.

First, Europe has to pay more for defense. Germany in particular must follow Merkel’s commitment to expand defense spending significantly and move towards the NATO target of 2 percent of GDP. Deeper European defense integration, with planning as if Europe’s militaries were single force to which each country contributes national combat units, anchored in multinational corps structures with multinational command, logistics, maintenance, and training, would be helpful, allowing countries to do away with redundant structures and units and free up budgetary means to invest in the strategic enablers (like drones, air-to-air refueling, transport, satellite communication, and cyber security) which the United States has had to provide for nearly every European operation.

Second, stronger French–German partnership on defense is necessary. Berlin should listen carefully to Paris’s push for defense spending to be taken out of deficit calculations and a European defense fund that would allow European partners to pool investments. A European military headquarters should also be on the table.

Third, even the nuclear dimension, though the most radical proposal, should be considered. One should not rule it out that after Brexit, France might consider a formal proposal seriously, if Germany were willing to pay a price. However, the remaining EU member states should do everything possible to keep the U.K. involved on any plans for European nuclear deterrence.

The strengthening of all these elements serves two goals for Europeans: to convince the United States to maintain NATO by stepping

---

While a reduced U.S. involvement in Europe would have a disastrous impact on NATO's Article 5 collective defense guarantee, Europeans could certainly compensate more for a U.S. retreat from the Greater Middle East; the latest joint EU–NATO Warsaw summit declaration proved that there is a greater willingness to solve Europe's security problems to the Southern flank of NATO. Rather than fearing Trump's plans to become even more energy-independent and disinterested in nation building in the region (a notion shared by Europeans), Europe should worry about his simultaneous yearning for a decisive strike against ISIS. The risk that Trump's Middle East policies will be counterproductive in defeating radical Islamic terrorism is high — even with effective combat measures — winning hearts and minds matters, and ISIS has used Trump's rhetoric as a recruitment tool.

This is also true for Asia–Pacific due to the President's view on trade, which have implications for security in the region as well. Trump's plans to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership in his first 100 days in office while at the same time scaling up protectionist measures and squeezing economic concessions from China on trade and alleged currency manipulation will probably — at least temporarily — increase U.S. GDP growth, possibly to 4 percent, by driving up the price of domestic goods competing with imports and triggering higher inflation (with the Federal Reserve's independence coming under attack). This will have positive impacts for the world economy, including Europe. It will, however, also have serious implications for U.S. economic and strategic interests in the region in the medium run by giving Beijing leeway for its own geopolitical interests. More likely than the other 11 members going ahead and implementing TPP without the United States is that China steps forward to try to shape the rules in the region favorable to its interests. Like Russia, Beijing will be eager to fill the power vacuum left by the U.S. geopolitical withdrawal. The consequences could be a double backlash against U.S. interests: economically, more countries could start giving up their traditionally rather neutral position between China and the United States and rebalancing toward Beijing, while countries reliant on the U.S. security umbrella, like Japan, might think of other strategic options. Simultaneously, disrupting commerce with China would not only negatively affect U.S. manufacturing supply chains with Chinese facilities but would also have a huge impact on the U.S. budget deficit which is primarily financed by Chinese currency reserves.

Germany should lead Europe to use its leverage with the United States to try to resuscitate TPP and TTIP. Rather than taking advantage of American competitors by focusing on trade agreements with ASEAN countries and Japan, European policymakers should think of the long-term political and geostrategic consequences of a declining U.S. role in the Asia-Pacific and send a clear signal to Trump that it is the common transatlantic interest not only to engage China but also to prevent its

---

dominance of the region. Trump’s campaign promises to label China a currency manipulator and threat of a 45 percent punitive tariff should ultimately be seen as bargaining chips which the administration will probably use to start negotiations with Beijing on its dumping practices and aggressive overseas investment. Europeans and Americans alike have an interest to make a stand against China on these issues — as they already have under the Obama administration. Germany’s openness to Chinese investment is waning quickly, potentially chilling bilateral relations. At the same time, Berlin is realizing that it must push harder to convince its own public of the benefits of a TTIP agreement — which would have positive impacts on European growth and increased transatlantic leverage towards a more assertive China as well — and the new administration in Washington of the importance of transatlantic unity in supporting the global economic system (not by ending but by mending its institutions) and making deals with China.

What do all these developments mean for Germany’s role in Europe and the world in general and transatlantic relations in particular? The depressing thing at the moment is that many Western societies are in the grip of prolonged domestic political transitions and we may not get many positive options until the post-factual populists like Trump and the Brexiteers have tried and failed to deliver on their voters’ expectations. Nevertheless, we can draw some conclusions about where German foreign policy stands at this critical moment for the liberal international order and where transatlantic relations might be headed in the future.

First, taking into account the uncertainties, constraints, and choices available to Germany as the most powerful country in the European Union, it is obvious that Berlin has become more willing to exert international leadership than in recent decades. Though Germany’s behavior is often understood to be driven by normative considerations, the real motivations are much more pragmatic and reactive. For instance, the supposedly strong normative position of fiscal responsibility was undermined by Germany itself in the early 2000s. Similarly, Berlin interpreted UNSC resolutions much more broadly than its traditional normative positions would suggest in its recent contributions in the Syrian conflict.

Second, if Berlin is going to take advantage of this moment it must shape European unity as the only country in a position to lead the EU, both in institutional terms and in terms of its international role. It must also recommend itself to as Washington’s partner of choice even with a President Trump. The German “moment” may fade quickly if Berlin underestimates the risk that what is well-intended will still be depicted as naked self-interest. The rest of Europe must have faith that German leadership can be a driving force for a strong EU, while at the same time taking steps to shape this leadership to ensure that it is benign and for the common European good. Growing German leadership in Europe could not encourage the U.K. to remain inside the EU to balance Germany’s growing power on the continent. It could, however, encourage France to make the reforms necessary to board the economic train of globalization. And it could persuade Washington to be more present in Europe, pushing for TTIP, strengthening NATO, encouraging LNG gas exports to address the continent’s energy security dilemma, and not least, remaining supportive of European unity.

Third, provided that Germany receives the support of its major European partners and the kind of "partnership in leadership" from the United States offered by George H. W. Bush in 1989, Berlin can flip what Bush had asked and provide “leadership in partnership” as its own strategy for European unity. There is great chance that the current metamorphosis of Europe away from a model driven by rules and experts to one driven by events and crises management may bring Europeans, particularly France and Germany (and maybe still the U.K.), closer together as the prospects of Europeans gradual coalescing toward a wider European identity — an identity that is still less psychologically daunting for Germans than it is for the French or British — wane and those of a more pragmatic institutional set-up increase.

Following Berlin’s recent shifts in foreign and security policy, not least documented in the recent publication of a new German White
Book on defense in July 2016, and Merkel’s signals to review security after the Berlin attack in December 2016, it is likely that the Europe’s traditional integration orthodoxy of political integration following economic integration has to be replaced by one in which security ranks higher — at least in the short and medium run. The latest German-led initiatives to create permanent autonomous structures on the EU level to carry out joint military operations, still ensuring complementarity with NATO, indicate this. Progress on becoming a more serious security player — in response to a longtime fair criticism from Washington — could help Berlin as it engages the new administration, explaining issues like the Iran deal not only on their own merits, but also the implications for the Atlantic partnership, and shapes Trump’s thinking on Russia. If engagement with the Trump administration fails, one can only hope that Germany will still be willing to take principled positions and push back in key areas.

Fourth, expectations should be realistic. The hard truth is foreign and security politics in this fragile world are largely about chronic crisis management, in which leaders are forced to reach for relatively little gain at great effort. Berlin (provided the current coalition government survives the sea change currently underway in domestic politics in next year’s federal elections, as is highly likely) will steadily increase its degree of involvement in international security affairs — with all the obstacles and setbacks inherent to any leadership.

